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71 122 7505  Length: 3.5 m Each  
71 122 7521  Length: 5 m Each

teed without the need for additional anchoring. With 
smooth, unvarnished pinewood barres for optimal grip. 
The height of the upper barre is 110 cm, whilst the low-
er barre is 87.5 cm high. Weight: approx. 76 kg. 
71 265 6609   Each

Fixed 
71 275 7807  2 m Each  
71 275 7823  3 m Each 
Mobile 
71 275 7810  2 m Each  
71 275 7836  3 m Each

Dinamica Ballet ‘Giselle’ 
Height-Adjustable Ballet Barre

Ideal for professional use: the double ballet barres can be 
set to 10 heights. The distance between the first height 
setting and the tenth is 27 cm. Free-standing version, low-
est height (highest height): upper barre 93.5 cm 
(119.5 cm), lower barre 70.5 cm (96.5 cm). Mobile version 
(with wheels, adding 1 cm to each barre height). Wooden 
barres, ø 40 mm. Sturdy steel base: 39.5x32 cm.

‘Prima’ Free-Standing Ballet Barre
Free-standing ballet barre for use in warm-ups. This 
lightweight piece of apparatus can easily be moved. The 
feet and base are made of steel. The unvarnished, 
smooth surface gives the barre optimal grip. H: 96 cm. 
Base feet ø 40 mm, ballet barre ø 40 mm, base LxWxH: 
39.5x32x1 cm. Weight: approx. 18 kg. 
71 265 7107  1.50 m Each  
71 265 7110  2.00 m Each

‘Isa’ Height-Adjustable 
Mobile Ballet Barre

The mobile ballet barre for professional use. Both bases 
contain rubber wheels that won’t damage your flooring. 
The height of the ballet barre is easy to adjust using a 
star grip screw. The height settings are numbered from 
1–14, allowing the consistent height to be set on both 
bases with ease. Steel feet and base. Pinewood ballet 
barre. Minimum height: 81.5 cm, maximum height: 
120.5 cm. Approx. 51 kg.
71 265 6700  2.00 m Each  
71 265 6713  3 m Each

‘Maurice’ Mobile Double Ballet Barre, 3 m
The ballet barre for professional ballet combines optimal 
mobility with exceptional stability during training. The 
cast-iron bases are fitted with 4 rubber wheels that won’t 
damage your floor. Can be moved into any position with 
ease. Base feet made of steel. Complete stability guaran-
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Ballet Barres

Braig Ballet Barre
The first perfectly mobile yet sturdy ballet barre for inten-
sive daily use in ballet academies and schools. The bar-
res are made of special wood (350 or 500 cm long) with a 
cross section that ensures good grip, tightly mounted to 
movable stands. Height of upper barre is 110 cm, height 
of lower barre is 87.5 cm. Proven to be ideal for long-term 
use by all age groups.
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 4 High net weight, very stable
 4 Movable thanks to smooth-
running wheels


